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MANY FALSE CLAIMS OF THE
FREE ENTERPRISERS

The free enterprisers, while quaking in their shoes are whistling in
the dark as it were, by expressing outwardly confident but inwardly
doubtful predictions of the ultimate failure of the present world trend
towards Socialism. They point with fallacious pride to what they term
the amazing performance of free enterprise here at home during the
war period. The performance is indeed amazing; it was titanic. This
nation fed half the world and itself besides pouring out in incredible
quantities all of the materials, weapons and munitions necessary for
the winning of the war against Fascism. This astounding record, they
say, could only have been achieved under our free enterprise system,
conveniently forgetting the also amazing record of our staunch allies,

the Russians, under their so-called totalitarian system.
Small reason, however, is there for free enterprise to claim any

credit for America’s performance in the war effort. The unprecedented
results were achieved by the whole people collectively. The whole
nation was marshalled for one sole purpose—the winning of the war.
The nation voluntarily submitted to a system of controls as rigid and
as stern as anything devised by any so-called totalitarian government.
The citizen was told what and how much he could eat; how much
clothes he could have and where he could work. The worker was
‘frozen” to his job and his wages were regulated by decree. The entire

nation acted as a unit, voluntarily and, on the whole, cheerfully. Ameri-
ca’s performance all through the World War was an outstanding and
conclusive example of what a great people could do, not under free
enterprise but under a system of collective endeavor.

The principal part played by free enterprise during the entire
war period was the collection of enormous and unpi*eeedented profits
wrung from the workers. This, of course, would not be the case under
a socialized economy

If the co-ordinated strength and intelligence of a people couid
achieve such stupendous results when directed solely towards war
and destruction is it not reasonable to assume that the same strength
and intelligence directed towards the pursuits of peace and the better-
ment of humanity as a whole could achieve results equally as amaz-
ing It is indeed reasonable to so assume and the present world drift
to what is commonly termed ‘‘the left” may be considered as the be-
ginning of a new era; a better world for all.

The proponents of things as they have been, the last-ditch de-
fenders of capitalism, those who view with such deep dismay the
current world movements may as well console themselves with the
thought that they cannot do much about it all. The ultimate results
are as inevitable as fate itself; they can no more be avoided nor pre-
vented than can any other natural phenomena. Free enterprise itself
was the direct cause of the late world holocaust as it is the direct cause
of all that is transpiring now. It is probable that the people’s program
will not make uniform progress in the diverse nations and countries.
In some countries change will be swift, in others not so swift, depend-
ing largely on the history, temperament and economic condition of
each nation Profound changes, however, are in the making.—Miner’s
Voice

Honesty of People's Business
A commendable example of amazing commercial honesty is shown

by the Workers’ Mutual Savings Bank, a cooperative financial insti-
tution at Superior. Wis. In our sister paper, the FINNISH CO-OP
WEEKLY, the bank informs Finnish-American cooperators that it can
send money to Finland, at 125 Finnish Marks per dollar.

'But we do not recommend the sending of money for relief pur-
poses at present, because of Finland’s prevailing financial condition,”
says the bank, very emphatically. “According to our information, a
pair of shoes, for instance, costs 2,000 FMK in Finland, a suit 15,000
FMK In our money, this would be Slfi for the shoes and $l2O for
the suit Over here these dollars will buy many shoes and suits . . .”

The paper urges Finnish-Americans to send food and clothing
instead of cash relief. This despite the fact that there is considerable
revenue for the bank in handling shipments of cash to foreign countries.

Can you imagine a profit-motivated financial institution spending
good advertising money to discourage people from patronizing one of
its own services', simply because that particular service is not in the
consumer’s best interest ? The Co-operative Builder.

GENERAL MOTORS DOES NOT
NEED OUR SYMPATHY

KENESAW M. LANDIS II
in The Chicago Sun

1
My sympathies are with the, j

striking employees of General Mo- ; \
tors, and I will tell you why. j ,

When the war ended 140,000
General Motors employees were! <
abruptly cut off the payroll. They j\
were the expected casualties of! ;
the reconversion period, and no \
one blamed General Motors.

But the re m aining 180,000 ;
workers found their pay envelopes 1
shrunken by about 25 per cent be-
cause of the loss of overtime pay.

These workers knew that Gen-
eral Motors had made huge war
profits. They knew that the com-
pany expected to sell half again
as many cars in the postwar
period as it had ever sold before, j

They thought that General Mo- *
tors could continue to pay the
same weekly wage scale, and for
that reason asked an increase of
30 per cent in hourly pay to make
up for the loss of overtime.

But the company said it couldn’t
grant any such readjustment with- I
out increasing the price of auto- !
mobiles. Nothing doing, said the
workers.

# * #

The workers wanted General
Motors to pay their wages, not
you and me. They knew that in-
creased prices would set off a
spiral of inflation that would de-
crease the real wages of everyone.

Show us your books, they said
to the company. If your figures
show you can't pay the 30 per cent
hourly increase without raising
prices, we will back down on our
demands.

Nix, replied the company. Prices
are none of your business. Our
profits are none of your business.
You’ll have to take our word for
what we can pay.

It made the workers pretty sore.
With their slimmer pay checks,
they found they couldn’t buy as
many groceries. And they knew
that General Motors wasn’t both-
ered by the price of groceries.

They knew that Mr. C. E. Wil-
son, the president of General Mo-
tors, had increased his salary from j
a starvation figure of $288,178 in
1941 to a decent wage of $459,041
in 1943.

They knew that the salary of
O. FT Hunt, a vice-president, had
been raised from $235,875 to
$359,519, and that another vice-
president, Albert Bradley, had
been boosted from $250,170 to
$350,432.

And so they maoe another
proposition. Show your books to
an arbitration board, they said to
the company, and we’ll agree in
advance to be bound by its de-
cision.

Not on your life, said the com-
pany. We’re the judges of what
we can pay, and no outsider is
going to stick his nose into our
books.

The workers be damned, the
public be damned, said. General
Motors. But the company was
more brazen that William H. Van-
derbilt ever thought of being.

Appealing to the country for
sympathy, it claimed that the laws
were too favorable to labor. Yet
under the unemployment compen-
sation law, strikers are cut off
without a cent of benefits in most
states.

At the same time, under the re-
fund provision of the excess prof-
its tax, General Motors will be
recompensed for its losses. It is
getting strike benefits out of the
public treasury.

We are paying out cash for
being damned. General Motors
does not need our sympathy.

THE MARCH OF LABOR
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Don't Let 'Em Fool You, Mr. Former!
Propagandists Are Working Overtime to Drive a Wedge
Between You and Your Brother, the Industrial Worker

One night last week a radio commentator was drawing a some-
what exaggerated picture of the strike situation and emphasizing the
suggestion made by many keen observers, in and out of the labor move-
ment, that the time is here for the establishment in industry of the
30-hour week.

“There is no 30-hour week in agriculture,” said the commentator,
• and I wonder what would happen if all the farmers were to suddenly
decide to go on strike !”

Os course, someone might have answered. “Suppose all the workers
decided to go on strike? What would happen?

It is just as important that the workers should continue on the job
as it is that the farmers should continue to produce. The world can’t
get along without either. All other classes depend on them. That being-
true, they are entitled to more consideration than all other classes.

The farmer has been doing pretty well during the war. So has
the worker in industry. The government has expended billions to
maintain the price of farm products—that is, to maintain the farmers’
wages at a reasonable level.

Organized labor didn’t object to that. For example, this paper,
during the years of its existence, has never failed to support any legis-
lative measure calculated to improve the farmers’ condition.

We firmly believe that the interests of the farmer and of the
industrial worker are so nearly identical that those two great armies
of producers should always stand together and turn deaf ears to those
sly propagandists who would like to have the worker believe he is
being robbed when the farmer gets good prices, and who would like
to persuade the farmer that the worker has a "soft snap and fan-
tastically high wages.

- * ❖ *

“There is no 30-hour week on the farm.” Well, there isn’t any

30-hour week iivindustry—as yet. It will come, of course, because the
worker’s productivity is increasing so rapidly that everything else that
can be consumed in this country and everything the employer can sell
abroad may easily be manufactured during a 30-hour week.

The farmer’s condition must be vastly improved, too. For one
thing, lie should own the land he cultivates. Uncle Sam should see

to it that middle-men do not rob him. Prices should be high enough
to give the farmer his full share of the good things of life.

* * *

With the farmer and the industrial worker prosperous, all the
other members of the community will be prosperous. We have made
that statement a hundred times in the past, and we expect to continue
to make it.

The welfare of our country and of the world is primarily dependent
upon those two classes—the farmer and the industrial worker.

Those who exploit both groups are very anxious that producers
overlook that simple truth.—Labor. Washington, D. C.

"BABY SHOWER" FOR THE
SLOVENIAN ORPHANS
IN JUGOSLAVIA

Cleveland, Ohio—The Progres-
sive Slovene Women of America
with full co-operation of all SANS
units in Cleveland are taking this
opportunity to cordially invite all
Slovene women to attend a
“BABY SHOWER” for the Slo-
venian orphans in Jugoslavia on
Friday, December 28, 1945 in the
lower hall of the Slovene National
Home, 6417 St. Clair Ave., at
8 p. m.

We received definite informa-
tion from the Jugoslav Red Cross
that there are approximately
800,000 orphaned children in
Jugoslavia of which 10,000 are
Slovenes, who are desperately in
need of food and clothing if they
are to survive this coming winter.
Many of these innocent little vic-
tims of war, became homeless lit-
tle wanderers. Many are so young,
they can’t even remember their
names or where their homes had
been. They only remember FEAR,
HUNGER, COLD.

Many of you are sending pack-
ages to your own relatives in
Jugoslavia and the idea is won-
derful, but we also ask that you
at the same time remember these

helpless orphans, who have no one
of their own to turn to. Take
these tii'ed little children to your
heart, comfort and aid them also.

The clothing yoif donate may
be new or used provided it is in
a clean and wearable condition.
Children’s clothing, all sizes, will
be accepted. Monetary contribu-
tions will also be accepted with
which material for clothing will
be purchased.

We are to have with us a guest
speaker for the evening. The com-
mittee is also arranging a program
of Slovenian songs for your pleas-
ure. Refreshments will be served.
The men are also invited to attend
the social after the shower.

Won’t you try and clothe a child
—let this be your Christmas gift
to a Slovene orphan.

Relief Committee,
JOSIE ZAKRAJSIK,

President;
JOYCE E. GORSHE,

Secretary;
MILLIE BRADAC,

Treasurer.

THINKING OUT LOUD
According to Uncle Joe, the far-

mer and the city feller are prety
much alike. They’re just ignorant
on different subjects.

ORGANIZED LABOR
THE MAIN TARGET
Nazis, Militarists and Industrialists,

All Agreed They Must Crush
Unions First

Carloads of documentary evi- t
dence are being put before the
War Crimes Tribunal which is
trying 20 top Nazis and German
militarists at Nuernberg, but much
of the meaning of the trial is
summed up in one paragraph.

It is part of a written statement '
made on December 11, 1938, by
General Von Frisch, who at that
time headed the Germany army.

“Shortly after the First World
War,” Frisch said, “I came to the
conclusion that we should have to
be victorious in three battles.” He
named these as:

1. “The battle against the work-
ing class—Hitler has won this.”

When Von Frisch wrote that,
Hitler had crushed the German
trade unions, in accordance with
his promise to the big industrial-
ists who financed his rise to
power.

2. The battle against religion.
Von Frisch referred particularly
to the Catholic Church, but the
Nazis imprisoned and persecuted
any religious spokesman who op-
posed their program.

3. “The battle against the Jews.”
Some significant facts about

that statement are these:
Von Frisch was an aristocratic

Prussian general not a “new
rich” Nazi. Yet his views coincided

i with those of the Nazis except in
I one respect. He gave first place
to the battle against the workers.

Hitler’s followers talked first
and most about the battle against

j the Jews. That, however, was a
I matter of tactics and not of prin-

ciple. While the Nazis talked about
the Jews, they crushed labor

J unions.
Thus the Nazis, the militarists

I and the industrialists who fi-
I nanced both, agreed that the first

step toward Fascist tyranny must
be the death of the unions which

I were the foundation of democracy.
There is a lesson in that for the

! American people, and that lesson
will become still more clear as the

| war criminal trials continue.

WHO IS HIDING SUGAR?
Food Rationing Ends, but Sugar

Remains a Mystery

Housewives were made happy
by government orders ending ra-
tioning of all foods except sugar.
This good news, however, did not

i restore the old-time plenty in gro-
! eery and butcher shops. Some
foods still are hard to find.

| The sugar situation remains a
mystery. A government official
who knows the facts admitted that
sugar shipments for relief of Eu-
rope and other parts of the world
make only a small dent in the
American supply and are no rea-
son for scarcity.

Sugar production in the United
States has been encouraged by
subsidies to both growers and re-
finers. Prices paid to the big
sugar companies of Puerto Rico
and Cuba were raised during the
war to boost imports from those
two main sources of supply.

In view’ of these measures, the
present scarcity is hard to ex-
plain. Is someone hoarding sugar
until control of its retail price
ends?

Men who know the sugar
“game” say that whenever the re-
tail price goes above 5 cents a
pound, there is profiteering, and
that each one-cent increase in the
price puts $100,000,000 a year into
someone’s pocket.

The big money in sugar is
made by the refining companies
and by the big plantation owners

most of them Americans —in
Cuba and Puerto Rico and Hawaii.

REFUGEES IN SWEDEN
Sweden continues to be a haven

for thousands of European refu-
gees. To date there are still
125,000 foreigners in the country,
30,500 of whom are Finnish chil-
dren being cared for in specially
organized children’s homes. The
largest group of adults comprises
27,000 refugees from the Baltic
States. The 15,000 Polish citizens
now in Sweden are mostly victims
of the German concentration
camps brought in for convales-
cence .by the Swedish Red Cross
and UNRRA. About 18,000 citi-
zens of the other three Scandi-
navian countries are residing in
Sw'eden at the moment: 7,000

| Danes, 4,400 Norwegians and 6,700
i Finns.

• i
There is no greater every-day

i virtue that cheerfulness.

EDGAR ANSEL MOWREK
in The Chicago Sun

Recently Britain’s foreign sec-
retary, Ernie Bevin, said a mouth-
ful. If he can act as well as talk,
then the world may begin to pull
out of its present sidespin.

Provided he is not just making
a grandstand play —as some are
insinuating—Mr. Bevin has really
announced the long-awaited
change in Britain’s world outlook.
To realize what this means one
has to look back on the policy of
the Conservatives who ruled Brit-
ain most of the time between 1918
and 1945. Never has a country
been worse directed.

These gentry many of them
filled with high moral purpose—-
supported Mussolini and Hitler.
Franco and Schuschnigg, Metaxas
and Pilsudski. They backed Italy
against France and anybody
against the Soviet Union. They
did all they could to build up
arrogant Germany. They stood for
integral British imperialism.

* * *

Three Items on the Credit Side
British Tories sabotaged

Briand’s plan for uniting Europe.
They were against any strengthen-
ing of the League of Nations.
When the Nazi-Fascist crisis came,
they threw the whole tiling over
after expelling the Soviets. Un-
questionably, .they unwittingly
helped bring on the war. On their
credit side were just three items,
two of them due to Winston
Churchill: A show of loyalty to
Ethiopia, the offer of federal union
with France, the heroic decision
to fight on after France went
under.

Many people who hoped that
the Labor party victory last July
would bring an immediate re-
versal of the disastrous Tory line
have been disappointed. Bevin's
speech shows, however, that a new
British policy has finally been
formulated. Slowly but surely it
should be put into operation. Here
are a few points:

THE DOCTORS 7 //PLAN//

It is not difficult to see through the “alternative” health insurance
scheme presented to the A.M.A. House of Delegates by the heads of
state medical societies. As opposed to President Truman’s plan for a
national system of hospitalization and sickness insurance, the doctors
favor 48 state systems, each with its own expenses and overhead. As
against Mr. Truman’s proposed universal coverage, they favor volun-
tary participation only.

This is no plan. It is a stall. Experience has shown that voluntary
health insurance, while better than nothing, costs too much. Even
when operated on a nonprofit basis, such schemes usually charge their
members $1.50 for $1 worth of medical service. The best way to reduce
costs is to spread the coverage; and that can best be done by adopting
an integrated national system.

But the strongest point against the doctors’ “plan” is that it will
not accomplish what the people demand of medical insurance—an
equitable spreading of medical cost among sick and well, rich and
poor. Voluntary insurance would be open, as at present only to those
who can afford it and have the foresight to buy it. Low-income fam-
ilies would be excluded, as they are now; and so would millions of
borderline families whose margin between income and outgo is so thin
that medical expenses are never met until illness strikes.

By putting forth their “alternative,” the doctors admit the need
for basic change in the economics of medical care. But by refusing
to face the issues they fail to meet the need.—The Chicago Sun.

Should Hide Their Heads in Shame
“There is not one school teacher out of 20 in my state who draws

as much money as a street car conductor in Washington did before this
strike.”

That argument was used recently by Congressman John E. Rankin
(Dem., Miss.) against the Washington street car and bus drivers’ strike
for more pay.

It apparently did not occur to Rankin that his words were a better
argument for raising the wages of the miserably underpaid Mississippi

; school teachers.
If what he said of teachers’ pay in his state be true, he should blush

to admit it, instead of bragging about it on the floor of Congress.
Rankin, however, was warmly congratulated by two Republicans—-

-1 Congressman H. Carl Andersen of Minnesota and Clare E. Hoffman of
| Michigan.

“The gentleman is right,” said Andersen. “I agree with the gentle-
man,” chimed in Hoffman.

If these three prize “labor haters” had their way, neither the teach-
ers, nor the street car men, nor any other workers would ever get a

I raise in pay.—Labor.
!

Cost of Yugoslavia's Self-Liberation
Statement by M. Mitar Bakich, Secretary-General of the Presidium

of the Federal Government of Yugoslavia:
“Yugoslavia lost over 10% of its population and over 60% of its

national wealth. Its economic life has been entirely disrupted and the
national income has dropped 70%.

“Our greatest loss was in lives. We lost 1,685,000 people, of whom
over 75% were shot or lost their lives in Fascist camps and death
chambers We lost over 90,000 skilled industrial workers and miners,
and 40,000 intellectuals. There are 425,000 wounded or disabled. There
were over 170.000 prisoners-of-war and 320,000 internees and about
270,000 people were forcibly taken to labor camps. The average age
of those killed or missing was 22. This gives some idea of the tremen-
dous economic loss involved.

“Second in importance is the loss of our national wealth. We were
an agricultural country and agriculture has suffered most. Over
15,000,000 fruit trees and about 84,000 hectors of vineyards were
destroyed, a quarter of the pre-war total. Two-thirds of our horses were
lost; other livestock have been reduced by about 60%, and small live-
stock still more. Most of our agricultural implements have been de-
stroyed. damaged or looted; i.e., 1,530 tractors, 2,485 steam engines.
12,800 threshing machines, 380.000 ploughs, 8.200 harvesting machines
and 485,000 peasants’ carts.”

World Awaits Start
Os New English Policy

m

Britain intends to go beyond
Big Three bossism and treat
France as a great power. (A na-
tion’s importance, Bevin said, de-
pends on a great deal more than
the number of its fighting di-
visions.)

Britain somewhat reluctantly
| accepts the new Poland and the
| policy of transfer of mischievous

German populations. Bevin asks
indulgence for Italy and promises

! assistance in her rehabilitation.
.

The Greek plebiscite is post-
poned a couple of years. The

i Churchill policy of supporting the
I ex-king against the E.A.M. is
I changed to insistence on really

j fair elections.
# ❖ *

A Closer Federation of Europe
Britain is trying to get along

with the Soviets in Iran on the
basis of the 1943 agreement.

! Britain is standing by the Dutch,
who supported Britain when at-
tacked by the Japs. The future

! status of the Dutch colonies should
be decided not on battle fields, but
at a conference. Britain looks fa-

| vorably on a closer federation of
Europe. (Bevin said, “I cannot

J see a single frontier in Europe
; today that is economically
.' sound.”)

Finally, Britain stands for
strengthening the United Nations

■ Organization (by removing the
great power veto and setting up a
world legislature in order to make

i it a fit custodian of atomic po'wer.)
Obviously, Bevin’s statement

wasn’t perfect. It did not men-
tion Palestine and the Labor par-
ty’s betrayal of the European
Jews. It did not mention India or
promise a new line toward Spain.
It did not redefine British im-
perialism, yet it seemed to herald
a policy which Americans ought
to support. If Mr. Bevin means
business, maybe he has laid the
foundation for a constructive
Anglo - American partnership in
world affairs


